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select a couple of examples of what is going on, to give you 

general idea of the excitement in this multidisciplinary field.

• Quantum sensors for Axion-like particle searches

• SRF cavities for quantum computing

• skipper-CCD for quantum science



Evidence for Dark Matter :Rotation curves of galaxies, gravitational lensing, large scale 

structure of the universe and CMB.
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Thanks Vera Rubin (1928-2016) !



WIMP miracle:

Assuming that DM will 

freeze-out as the universe 

cools down. 

This gives a good 

motivation for WIMPs, with 

a mass scale of ∼100 GeV.
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this drove the field for many years, and is still the highest priority… 

but now we are starting to look elsewhere, and we need new tools



https://cerncourier.com/testing-wimps-to-the-limit/ (2017)

https://cerncourier.com/testing-wimps-to-the-limit/
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beyond wimps



stadium-sized regions of coherently oscillating classical waves 

slowly drifting through detectors.

Δx = 1/Δp  = 1/ma Δv ≈ 100 m

for low mass (axions)
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Haloscope technique (Sikivie -1983)

axion wave drives RF cavity mode

coupling that allows detection

oscillation axion in magnetic field 

produces a current 

… this then becomes a source term 

in Faraday’s law

If the cavity is tuned to the right 

frequency, it will be excited this 

current in a measurable way 
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set up a low noise cavity, and scan the frequency until you find the axion
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ADMX experiment PRL 120, 151301 (2018)

Look for ”spontaneous” emission from local axion dark matter into the 

empty cavity mode.

Signal power level = 10-23 W
Need 15 minutes integration per frequency bin to beat thermal noise 

power at 500 mK.

Operate an ultrasensitive radio in a cold, RF-shielded box to tune 

in to the axion broadcast.



Dig out the signal buried 

beneath the noise
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Each tuning ~ 100 s.
Obtain 104 spectra of 100 Hz resolution 
spanning the 20 kHz cavity bandwidth.

Tune cavity frequency slightly and repeat.

Average over all spectra to reduce noise.

10-3

Require 106

averages

PRL 120, 151301 (2018)
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40 μeV

credit: A. Chou - Fermilab

it is hard now, but it will get a lot worse as get move towards 

higher mass

2
0
1
8
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What does the axion have to do with 

quantum information?

neighbors with the right tools can help each 

other.
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quantum supremacy is possible  

quantum computer can do some calculations 

that would be impossible for standard classical 

computers

Factorization into prime numbers using quantum Fourier 

Transformation algorithm (think cryptography) — n2 vs n2n

quantum computers are growing fast, but they are still in their infancy

Google: 22 qubit (2017) Google: 72 qubit (2018)



What do we need for digital quantum computers (DeVincenzo Criteria):

1. Qubits: fabrication of registers with several (many) qubits.

2. Initialization to a known state. 

3. Universal gate operations (high fidelity).

4. Readout: the state of the qubit register must be possible to read out, typically via 

readout of individual qubits.

5. Long coherence times: a large number of single and 2-qubit gate operations must be 

performed within the coherence time of the qubit register. 

6. Quantum interfaces for qubit interconversion.

7. Quantum interfaces to flying qubits for optical communication

directly relevant for DM

a bit can take two values “0” and “1”

qubit: represented by the surface

of the sphere with all possible 

combinations of  state “0” and “1”.



Quantum-limited amplifiers suffer from the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL)

Thermal noise =  kT of energy per resolved mode 

à Quantum noise = 1 photon per resolved mode in the T=0 limit.

Noise photon rate exceeds signal rate in high frequency dark matter axion searches.   

Need new sensor technology….

½ ħ= quantum of phase space 

area.

Simultaneous measurement of 

wave amplitude and phase 

gives irreducible zero-point 

noise in measurement.

(Caves, 1982)

16credit: A. Chou - Fermilab



Quantum non-demolition (QND) can do much better 

than SQL amplifiers to measure photon number

Number operator commutes with the Hamiltonian all backreaction is put 
into the unobserved phase – which we don’t care about...

Phase space area is 

still ½ħ but is squeezed 

in radial (amplitude) 

direction.  Phase of 

wave is randomized.

Demonstrated with Rydberg 

atoms, (Serge Haroche Nobel 

Prize 2012)

Implemented using solid state 

artificial atom qubits, 

D.Schuster et.al, 2007

Proposed for axion search:

Lamoreaux, Lehnert, et.al, 2013,

Zheng, Lehnert, et.al, 2016
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1989

2004

2010

1999



Vol 445|1 February 2007|nature 05461 

Cooper Pair Box qubit

“cavity QED”

CPW cavity 5.7 GHz

0 1

cavity CPB
populate cavity

probe



get the cavity excited by the axion field, and the count 

single photons with QND

Vol 445|1 February 2007|nature 05461 



Also needed -> Long coherence times: a large number of single and 2-

qubit gate operations must be performed within the coherence time of the 

qubit register. 

state-of-the-art in QC:  Quality factor ~ 108

credit: A. Romanenko - Fermilab



Superconducting RF cavities for accelerators

credit: A. Romanenko - Fermilab



credit: A. Romanenko - Fermilab



credit: A. Romanenko - Fermilab

here the technology developed for HEP will enable quantum science 

at the same time these cavities can also be used for dark photon 

searches..



big push for quantum, and interesting opportunities to work with HEP  



now let’s look at another regime…



Charge-

coupled 

devices: 

CCDs

photon 

detector



image from Dark Energy Camera



Janesick

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)

Charge coupling makes the detectors ideal for low noise

measurements, typical noise for scientific CCDs is 2e- RMS

(7.2eV). Very recent work pushing this to “0” noise.
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Recent developments by the MSL group at LBNL has allowed the

fabrication for “massive” CCDs (675 um thick is now possible). Simple

devices with a recent twist…
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CONNIE-DAMIC 2016 sensors

16 Mpix — 6g

4 amplifiers
2e- noise
low background package



muons, electrons and diffusion limited hits.

Particle identification in a CCD image
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Calibration using X-rays
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2014 2016

2017

CCD for Dark Matter search and neutrino nucleus elastic coherent scattering

2016
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skipper-CCD



The skipper-CCD is a modification of the output stage of a CCD (Janesik et al -

1990). It allows for multiple non-destructive readout of the charge in a pixel. 



the new skippers 





scientific CCDs now skipper CCD

Designed ~30 years ago, but technology first demonstrated summer 2017  by Javier Tiffenberg et 

al (arXiv:1706.00028) [FNAL+LBNL R&D effort over several years] allows reduction of the 

threshold by another factor of 2. The plan is to install a couple of these detectors in CONNIE also. 

Will need a new ionization efficiency measurement.
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impressive ability to count electrons!



55Fe X-ray line 5.9 keV



55Fe X-ray line 5.9 keV



dark sector search



Institute for Basic Science (IBS)

here will focus on the hidden sector
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50credit: R. Essig - Stony Brook University



direct detection

constrains

from cosmology

freeze out

nice predictive model to target!

R. Essig

51credit: R. Essig - Stony Brook University



freeze IN 

(build up abundance during cool-down)

direct detection

enhanced a low Q

nice predictive model to target!

R. Essig

52credit: R. Essig - Stony Brook University



biding energy (~1 eV)

typical recoil energy:

for outer shell e-
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the “classic” search for wimps looks for nuclear recoil, but 

when looking at lower mass particles the e-recoil channel is 

more competitive.

credit: R. Essig - Stony Brook University



Once you can count electrons, you can search for electron recoils produced by very low 

mass dark matter (dark sector searches). This is what we are planning to do with the 

skipper-CCD in the SENSEI experiment.





dark rate : 3.68 × 10−3 events/pixel/day

SENSEI 2019 Result

arXiv:1901.10478 [hep-ex]

with a very modest exposure we are leading the 

world in the search for e-recoil dark sector 

particles.



the future is all skipper…

Expected CENNS measured anti-νe survival probability. Each point

corresponds to a 2 kg skipper-CCD detector with 10eV threshold and

300 days of data collection. For the sterile neutrinos we assumed :

∆m2
S = 0.5 eV2, sin(2θS)2 = 0.15 .
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entangled photons produced with non-linear crystal and imaged with CCDs.
[sub-shot noise imaging]

NATURE PHOTONICS | VOL 4 | APRIL 2010 | www.nature.com/naturephotonics 
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state-of-the-art 
sensors can not count 
more than
1 photon (EMCCD)

skipper-CCD developed by FNAL+LBNL 
can count whatever number you like…

skipper for quantum imaging



skipper provides an opportunity for increasing signal to noise in 

quantum imaging

it is slow…



405nm Laser

BBO holder

+ filters

beam dump
single photon counter

CCD test 

vessel

CCD inside

test vessel

setting up the lab to test skipper CCDs for this application, and 

also develop faster skippers  (FNAL, LBNL, Caltech)



André-Marie Ampère’s 200-year old experiment

Metrology : definition of the ampere until Nov-2018



The ampere has been redefined in terms of the electron charge per unit time. 

Quantum devices are used to realize this standard: single electron pumps.

“Ultimately, a precise electron pump verified by error counting not only provides a supreme candidate for the realization of 
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ampmeter

skipper-CCD developed for dark sector searches 

has a role to play here.

credit: G. Fernandez-Moroni - Fermilab



skipper-CCD developed for dark 

sector searches has a role to play 

here.

credit: G. Fernandez-Moroni - Fermilab



• Lots of opportunities to improve our HEP experiments with tools developed for 

quantum science, and also to push the limit of quantum science with HEP 

tools. 

• The synergy goes well beyond what I have discussed here, it includes 

simulations and data analysis algorithms.

• Join the fun!



Thanks!



skipper for treaty verification



10 kg skipper Detector (4000sensors)
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cubeSat for detecting

the decay of dark 

matter in our own 

galaxy.

skipper in space





DESI: Dark Energy Spectroscopic Survey

we are now building the 

detectors for these 

spectrographs, 2e- of noise.
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new skipper-CCD 
technology could 
improve the efficiency 
of a survey 
spectrograph reducing 
readout time.

Signal to noise could 
be tuned to optimizing 
readout time (target 
specific pixels for low 
noise).

(A.Drilica-Wagner)

skipper for cosmic surveys



Light mediator and Ω χ = 0.01Ω DM, 

which may explain the 21-cm signal 

observed by EDGES

We assume that a subdominant DM 

component, χ, interacts with an ultra-

light dark photon (mA′ ≪ keV), with Ωχ = 

0.01ΩDM. This model is motivated by 

the EDGES measurement of the 21-cm 

spectrum at z ≃ 17, which revealed an 

anomalously large absorption signal. 





neutrino floor…
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understanding the new physics also important for future dark matter searches…

R. Harnik et al. (2012)

new neutrino–electron or neutrino–quark 

interaction mediated by a light particle  (Gauged B-

L). “Dark Photon”



3+ pixels

this talk

x20

events

1+ pixels

in progress

skipper

future
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GEMMA 09
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(3GW reactor)

Current best limit comes from GEMMA (using Ge detector at reactor)  3.2x10-11  μB mv/eV



NEWS: First light for CEvNS, “Observation of coherent 

elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering” by the COHERENT 

collaboration, published in Science, August 3, 2017

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2017/08/02/science.aao0990


Neutrinos produced by stopped 

pions (decay at rest).
• Higher energy recoils, easier to see

• Pulsed to control background.

• Has to deal with beam associated 

background.

• COHERENT

Coherent Collaboration

SBS neutrino spectrum

Neutrinos from a nuclear reactor
• Very large flux, close to core.

• Low energy recoils, harder to see.

• Deal with background by shielding.

• A window to very low energy neutrino 

sector.

• MINER, CONNIE

Two ways to get high flux low energy neutrinos
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Nuclear Recoil Calibration (A.Chavarria et al)
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Nuclear Recoil Calibration (F. Izraelevitch et al)

Complete calibration down to our threshold for 

CONNIE.
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CONNIE rates
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our site

shield (poly + lead)

shield assembly

ccd array

5.7 g CCD (one of 14)

2016-2017 run
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originally we developed this technology for DAMIC (dark matter search)



The reactor typically has 

one month shutdown 

every 13 months. This is 

the 2015 shutdown.

2015 Engineering Run
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2015 engineering run

FNAL-LDRD program (1g 

active mass, 1 CCD)

ROFF

RON
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2015 we had a 2.2e- noise in the best CCD for 

the active area of the detector. This means that 

we had dark current, or IR photons hitting the 

detectors.

2015 engineering run 2016 image example

charge in pixel (e-)

This 10% decrease in the noise is a big deal. It 

corresponds to ~10 increase in the rate of 

noise hits at ~35 eV.

37eV

the histogram above also shows the hits from 

real tracks.
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2015 engineering run

2016 

Reactor ON

Reactor OFF

background improvement in the new 

configuration. We eliminated ceramic 

spacer (AlN) in the detector package. 

This eliminated all the ~15 keV lines 

produced by the U and Th decays. It 

also lowered the background 

significantly.

The bump from muon tracks is now at 

250 keV because we went from 250um 

silicon to 675 um.
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the muon flux is not the same, it is 

higher when the reactor is OFF. Makes 

sense due to weather.

muons/exposure Reactor ON

muons/exposure Reactor OFF

Comparing Reactor 

ON/OFF backgrounds.

fluorescence X-rays are the same 

reactor ON/OFF. This point to a stable 

gamma background.

Si X-ray produced

by gammas inside 

the CCD.

Cu X-ray produced

by gammas in the 

detector housing

Reactor ON

Reactor OFF
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For the efficiency calculation  we added 

simulated nuclear recoils (uniformly distributed 

inside the CCD) to the reactor OFF data.

Cu X-rays

ReactorOFF+simulated recoils

ReactorOFF

Si X-rays
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now selecting the low energy events….

• For each muon measure make a 

measurement of charge diffusion in the 

CCD

• Using all the muons in a 10 day period 

make a model for the detector

• Use this model to eliminate surface events.

coming soon…



now selecting the low energy events…

Likelihood measures the probability of the event being compatible with a noise 

fluctuation. Selection cut in this likelihood variable.
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operation improvements in CONNIE : statistics going up fast. By this time next year we 

will have 5 times the statistics.



Until now we have been doing RON-ROFF analysis. 

This is limited by the ROFF statistics.

Now with full geant4 simulations doing modeling the 

background. With a solid background model the 

statistic uncertainty drops by a factor of 10!!! 







arXiv:1707.04591 

lots of ideas to scan the low mass parameter space99
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•Used these papers as the basis of our first FG amplifier

•Chandler et al, 1990 SPIE

•Janesick et al, 1990 SPIE

•First reports of FG amplifiers (Fairchild R&D Laboratory)

—Wen and Salisbury, ISSCC, 154, 1973

—Wen, IEEE JSSC, 410,1974

2000 CCD textbook

skipper-CCD is not a new invention, 

but their performance has not been 

pushed to the limit until now



R&D development @ FNAL/LBNL (G.Fernandez-Moroni)



R&D development @ FNAL/LBNL (S.Holland)

floating gate

skipper-CCDs


